
While it may seem like a straightforward concept, there is much more to it than meets the eye vape tanks.

Understanding the various draw styles associated with vape tanks is crucial for both novice and experienced vapers. The choice between mouth-to-lung (MTL)

and direct lung (DL) inhalation can significantly affect your vaping experience. This article will delve into these two primary styles, helping you make an informed

decision about your vape tank setup.

Mouth-to-Lung: A Gentle Approach

The mouth-to-lung style mimics the traditional smoking experience. In this method, vapers first draw vapor into their mouth before inhaling it into their lungs. This

technique is often preferred by those transitioning from smoking to vaping.

• Flavor Concentration: MTL vaping typically produces a more concentrated flavor, making it ideal for those who prioritize taste.

• Lower Nicotine Levels: Many MTL users opt for higher nicotine concentrations, as the vapor is not inhaled directly into the lungs.

• Device Compatibility: MTL is best suited for vape tanks designed for higher resistance coils.

For example, the Vape Tank Model 1 is a popular choice among MTL enthusiasts due to its adjustable airflow and high-resistance coils.

Direct Lung: A Bold Experience

In contrast, direct lung inhalation involves taking a deep breath directly from the vape tank into the lungs. This method is often favored by cloud chasers and

those who enjoy larger vapor production.

• Cloud Production: DL vaping allows for larger vapor clouds, appealing to those who enjoy a more visual experience.

• Lower Nicotine Levels: Users typically prefer lower nicotine concentrations, as the vapor is inhaled directly into the lungs.

• Device Compatibility: DL is best suited for vape tanks with lower resistance coils.

The Vape Tank Model 2 exemplifies a great option for DL vapers, featuring wide airflow and sub-ohm capabilities.

Choosing the Right Vape Tank for Your Style

When selecting a vape tank, consider the following factors:

1. Draw Style: Determine whether you prefer MTL or DL inhalation.

2. Coil Resistance: Choose a tank compatible with your desired coil resistance.

3. Airflow Options: Look for adjustable airflow to customize your experience.

Ultimately, the right vape tank will enhance your overall vaping experience, whether you lean towards MTL or DL styles.

Conclusion: Finding Your Perfect Fit

In conclusion, understanding the differences between mouth-to-lung and direct lung inhalation is essential for any vaper. By considering your personal

preferences and the characteristics of various vape tanks, you can find the perfect match for your vaping style.

"The right vape tank can transform your vaping experience, making it more enjoyable and tailored to your needs."

For more information on vape tanks, check out this informative video: Vaping Techniques Explained.
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